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ABSTRACT: Mo/ZSM-5 is one of the most studied and eﬃcient catalysts for the
dehydroaromatization of methane (MDA), but the mechanism of its operation remains
controversial. Here, we combine an ab initio thermodynamic analysis with a comprehensive
mechanistic density functional theory study to address Mo-speciation in the zeolite and identify
the active sites under the reaction conditions. We show that the exposure of Mo/ZSM-5 to the
MDA conditions yields a range of reduced sites including mono- and binuclear Mo-oxo and Mocarbide complexes. These sites can catalyze the MDA reaction via two alternative reaction
channels, namely, the C−C coupling (ethylene) and the hydrocarbon-pool propagation
mechanisms. Our calculations point toward the binuclear Mo-carbide species operating through the hydrocarbon-pool
mechanism to be the most catalytically potent species. Although all other Mo sites in the activated catalyst can promote C−H
activation in methane, they fail to provide a successful path to the desirable low-molecular-weight products.
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INTRODUCTION
The abundant reserves of natural gas discovered globally in
recent years have boosted the interest in converting methane,
the primary component of natural gas, to high-value liquid
chemical products.1 The traditional indirect method of
methane conversion via syngas chemistry is only practical at
a large natural gas ﬁeld. An introduction of direct catalytic
paths from natural gas to liquid (GtL) products would enable
the onsite valorization of methane at a small scale. There are
two main GtL strategies involving oxidative and nonoxidative
conversion routes,2 with the latter oﬀering beneﬁts related to
process control and overall eﬃciency.3 Nonoxidative methane
dehydroaromatization (MDA) was ﬁrst reported in 19894 and
has been attracting continuous attention from the industry and
academia.5
Molybdenum-modiﬁed ZSM-5 zeolite is the most active
catalyst for this process reported to date.6 Its practical
implementation is however limited by heavy coke formation
accompanying the MDA reaction.7 Despite decades of
research, the nature of the active molybdenum species and
the mechanism of MDA reaction remain moot.8 Most
researchers agree on the importance of molecular-sized Mo
(oxy)carbide (MoOxCy) clusters stabilized at lattice [AlO2]−
sites inside the ZSM-5 pores. The formation of the reduced
MoOxCy active phase from monomeric9 and dimeric10 Mo-oxo
cations during the activation stage of the MDA process has
been proposed.6a,11 The fact that the active MoOxCy sites only
form under the reaction conditions calls for operando
© 2019 American Chemical Society

characterization techniques, the application of which is
particularly challenging under the very harsh conditions of
the MDA process.9d,e,12 The coexistence of diﬀerent Mo sites
with varying geometries, nuclearities, and degrees of
carburization further hampers the interpretation of the
characterization data.13 Nevertheless, recent experimental
studies point toward monomeric and dimeric molybdenum
(oxy)carbidic species as the dominant species in the activated
Mo/ZSM-5 catalyst.9d,e,13b,14
Given the high heterogeneity of practical Mo/ZSM-5
catalysts and the experimental challenges associated with
their characterization, there is a clear need for a systematic
computational study of the behavior of this catalyst under the
conditions of the catalytic process using operando modeling
approaches.15 So far, there have been only a few computational
works on the MDA reaction.16−19 Zhou et al. reported a
density functional theory (DFT) study on the mechanism of
methane dehydrogenation and ethylene formation over
MoCxHy species representing the carburized Mo active
phase.16 The combination of a generic algorithm and DFT
calculations was used to analyze the structure and location of
various Mo2Cx and Mo4Cx species in the ZSM-5 zeolite.17 The
adsorption strengths of CHx species over Mo2C and Mo4C2
clusters were evaluated by Shetty et al.18 Reaction pathways for
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Figure 1. (a) Simpliﬁed reduction and carburization pathways of [MoO2]2+ with CH4. (b) Most stable MoOxCy species as a function of chemical
potentials of μCH4, μCO, and μH2 (cf. eq 11). (c) Gibbs free energy of formation of MoOxCy as a function of μCO and μH2. (d) Projection of the most
stable species at a ﬁxed μCH4 corresponding to pCH4 = 0.95 atm and T = 1000 K. μCO and μH2 were further converted into their partial pressures at T
= 1000 K.

ethylene and aromatic hydrocarbon formation over Mo2C6 and
Mo4C2 species were recently proposed based on periodic DFT
calculations.19 Moreover, the active site and mechanistic
proposals reported so far were mostly based on the results of
DFT calculations, which did not account for the conditions of
the catalytic process and compositions of the reactive medium.
These factors often greatly impact the active site speciation in
the working zeolite catalyst.20

vibrational and PV contributions of solids were neglected and
the Gibbs free energies of Mo-containing ZSM-5 solids were
approximated as their respective electronic energies computed
by DFT. The chemical potentials of the gas-phase compounds
of CH4, CO, CO2, and H2 depend on the experimental
temperature (T) and their corresponding partial pressures (p).
A detailed description of the computational methods is
provided in the Supporting Information.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP, version 5.3.5).21a,b
The Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof functional based on the
generalized gradient approximation was chosen to account
for the exchange−correlation energy.21,22 The kinetic energy
cut-oﬀ of the plane-wave basis set was set to 500 eV. A
Gaussian smearing of the population of partial occupancies
with a width of 0.05 eV was used during iterative
diagonalization of the Kohn−Sham Hamiltonian. The threshold for energy convergence for each iteration was set to 10−5
eV. Geometries were assumed to be converged when forces on
each atom were less than 0.05 eV/Å. Considering the large
unit cell, Brillouin zone-sampling was restricted to the Γ point.
The van der Waals interactions were included by using
Grimme’s DFT-D3(BJ) method as implemented in VASP.23
The nudged-elastic-band method with the improved tangent
estimate (CI-NEB) was used to determine the minimum
energy path and to locate the transition state structure for each
elementary reaction step.24 The Gibbs free energy was
calculated under a typical reaction condition of 1000 K by a
vibrational frequency analysis based on the harmonic normal
mode approximation unless a speciﬁc clariﬁcation is given.
An ab initio thermodynamics (AITD) analysis was carried
out to analyze the stability of the potential molybdenum
(oxy)carbide species conﬁned in the micropores of the ZSM-5
zeolite under the reaction conditions.25a−c In this method, the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we present a comprehensive analysis of how the active
Mo phase evolves under the conditions of the MDA reaction
and investigate computationally its role in methane dehydrogenation and C−C bond formation, which are the key steps of
the MDA process. The starting point for our computational
analysis is mononuclear [MoO2]2+ and binuclear [Mo2O5]2+
complexes in ZSM-5 pores (computational details, Figure S1,
Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information), which were
earlier proposed to be the precursors for the active Mo phase
in the MDA catalyst.3a,9c,10a Starting from these structures, we
computationally investigated the possible reaction paths
toward the reduced molybdenum (oxy)carbide species under
the conditions of catalyst activation (Figures S2 and S3).
Figure 1a summarizes the main possible reduction paths for
[MoO2]2+. The local geometries of the extraframework
cationic MoOxCy complexes formed are summarized in Figure
S4. Condition-dependent stability assessment of the various
possible conﬁgurations was carried out using the ab initio
thermodynamic (AITD) analysis method, and the results are
summarized in Figure 1b,c. Figure 1b presents a projection of
the condition-dependent Gibbs free energies of formation,
showing the most stable [MoOxCy]2+ species as a function of
temperature and the composition of the reactive gaseous phase
expressed as chemical potentials μCH4, μCO, and μH. It can be
seen that from the top left to the bottom right, the most stable
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Figure 2. (a) Simpliﬁed reaction pathways of [Mo2O5]2+ reduction and carburization by methane. (b) Most stable [Mo2OxCy]2+ species as a
function of chemical potentials of μCH4, μCO, and μH2 (cf. eq 13). (c) Gibbs free energy of formation of [Mo2OxCy]2+ as a function of μCO and μH2.
(d) Projection of the most stable species at a ﬁxed μCH4 corresponding to pCH4 = 0.95 atm and T = 1000 K. μCO and μH2 were further converted into
their partial pressures at T = 1000 K.

species gradually transfer from oxidic [MoO2]2+ to carbidic
[MoC]2+ with [MoO]2+ and [Mo]2+ being the main
metastable intermediates. [MoCO]2+ species can only be
stabilized within a very narrow range of condition space (at
low μH and μCH4 and high μCO). The activation of Mo/ZSM-5
in CH4 ﬂow takes place at pCH4 = 0.95 atm and T = 1000
K.25,26 The Gibbs free energies of formation of the most stable
species under these conditions (μCH4 = −1.03) are shown in
Figure 1c−d. Our data reveal that the decrease of pH2 results in
the destabilization of the initial [MoO2]2+ cations with the
concomitant stabilization of the reduced [MoO]2+, which are
further carburized into [MoC]2+. The partial pressure of CO
(pCO) has only minor inﬂuences on the relative stability of
these [MoOxCy]2+ species. Figure S5 shows the Gibbs free
energy of formation of [MoOxCy]2+ as a function of pH2 with
ﬁxed pCH4 = 0.95 atm and pCO = 0.013 atm. Our data show that
the reduced mononuclear [MoOxCy]2+ sites are a mixture of
[MoO]2+ and [MoC]2+ ions, the ratio of which depends on pH2
under the speciﬁc conditions.
The Gibbs free energies of formation of [MoOxCy]2+ in the
atmosphere of CO and CO2 were also analyzed as a function of
μCO and μCO2 (Figure S6). The reduction and carburization of
[MoO2]2+ with CO yields diﬀerent forms of [MoOxCy]2+,
among which [MoC]2+ is the most favored thermodynamically
at low pCO and pCO2, similar to the above prediction for catalyst
activation in CH4. This is in line with the experimental ﬁndings
that independent of the reductant, high-temperature Mo/
ZSM-5 activation yields the same Mo active phase.12b
After identifying the most thermodynamically stable
[MoOxCy]2+ species, we assessed the kinetic feasibility of
their formation by analyzing the reaction Gibbs free energies
for the elementary steps of the underlying reduction and
carburization processes. The results are summarized in Figures
S7−S9. Our data show that the reduction process is driven by
the entropy gain associated with the formation of additional H2

and CO molecules by the reduction of [MoO2]2+ with CH4
(Figure S7). For example, the energy losses encountered at the
ﬁrst step of the CH4 activation stage (ΔG = 154 kJ/mol) are
compensated by over 200 kJ/mol energy gain during the
subsequent reduction of [MoO2]2+ to [MoO]2+ producing
gaseous CO and H2. The alternative reduction paths via
producing C2H6, C2H4, and H2O are much less favorable than
those producing CO and H2 (Figure S8), which is in line with
the experiment (Figure S2). The formation of [MoC]2+ by the
reaction with CO is also a feasible process (Figure S9).
Next, a similar computational analysis was carried out for the
binuclear [Mo2O5]2+ precursors in ZSM-5 pores. The most
probable reduction paths and the associated AITD analysis
results are summarized in Figure 2. We have compared the
Gibbs free energies of formation of 11 diﬀerent [Mo2OxCy]2+
conﬁgurations (local geometries are shown in Figure S10) that
potentially can be formed upon the reduction of the
[Mo2O5]2+ cations. Figure 2c,d presents the Gibbs free
energies of formation and the corresponding two-dimensional
projection of the most stable species at the ﬁxed condition of
pCH4 = 0.95 atm and T = 1000 K. Similar to the results of the
mononuclear complexes, pH2 has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
stability of the binuclear clusters. [Mo2O5]2+ is gradually
reduced to [Mo2O]2+ and eventually carburized to [Mo2C2]2+
species at low pH2 (Figure S11). A similar trend is also
observed for the reduction in CO (Figure S12).
The kinetic feasibility of the reduction of [Mo2OxCy]2+
species was further evaluated. Figure S13 proposes the
plausible conversion pathways for the evolution of the
[Mo2O5]2+ species by reaction with methane. [Mo2O]2+ and
[Mo2C2]2+ formation via carburization reactions by CO is
thermodynamically more favorable compared to that by
methane (Figure S14). The possible carburization reaction
pathways with the production of C2H6, C2H4, and H2O were
found to be thermodynamically prohibited (Figure S15),
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which is consistent with the experimental observation (Figure
S2).
AITD analysis identiﬁes mononuclear [MoC]2+ and
[MoO]2+ and binuclear [Mo2C2]2+ and [Mo2O]2+ as the
most stable species formed during the activation stage of the
MDA reaction. We next assessed the activity of these species
for the catalytic MDA reaction by considering methane
dehydrogenation and subsequent C−C bond formation as
model elementary processes relevant to the overall MDA
process. Two mechanisms were considered (Figure 3a),

Figure 4. Reaction energy diagram of ethylene formation and methyl
radical aggregation over the binuclear [Mo2C2]2+ site and the local
geometries of the selected transition states (Gibbs free energy was
calculated at T = 1000 K).

from the Mo site via a barrier of only 64 kJ/mol. The
alternative hydrocarbon-pool reaction pathway initiates by a
homolytic methane C−H cleavage with a barrier of 25 kJ/mol
to form a CH3 radical and a [MoCH]2+ moiety. Next, the
hydrocarbon-pool compound (represented here by a conﬁned
benzene molecule) is methylated with a barrier of 48 kJ/mol to
yield a σ-complex C7H9•. Subsequent dehydrogenation of
[HMoCH]2+ to produce a H2 molecule has a high barrier of
210 kJ/mol. By desorption of the H2 molecule, the initial
[MoC]2+ active site is regenerated and the hydrocarbon pool is
propagated. The current results suggest that the cooperative
hydrocarbon-pool methylation path is more energetically
favorable than the mechanism via ethylene formation. The
high barriers for Mo-CHx dehydrogenation suggest that they
are unlikely to be involved in the catalytic process. We also
evaluated the activity of the [MoO]2+ site toward methane
dehydrogenation (Figures S17 and S18). Our calculations
show that both ethylene formation and hydrocarbon-pool
propagation paths over [MoO]2+ are much more energetically
demanding compared to the [MoC]2+ active site.
Methane activation by binuclear [Mo2C2]2+ and [Mo2O]2+
sites was also investigated (Figures 4 and S19−S21).
Heterolytic dissociation of the ﬁrst methane is exergonic
with a barrier of 55 kJ/mol and a reaction free energy of −60
kJ/mol. The second dehydrogenation reaction from CH3 to
CH2 shows an activation barrier of 130 kJ/mol. The migration
of the H atom between C and Mo sites is a relatively easy
process, and the recombination of two H atoms to form a H2
molecule needs to overcome a barrier of 133 kJ/mol in this
case. The activation barrier for the second methane activation
by [Mo2C2H2]2+ is 93 kJ/mol. The reaction is endergonic by
−138 kJ/mol. The subsequent C2H5 dehydrogenation and H2
molecule formation is the most diﬃcult reaction step with an
activation barrier of 231 kJ/mol. The active site is regenerated
and the catalytic cycle is closed after ethylene desorption.
Compared to the heterolytic C−H bond dissociation, the
homolytic methane activation is energetically less favorable.
The computed barrier for CH3 radical formation is 114 kJ/mol
and the reaction energy is 78 kJ/mol. The barrier for the
subsequent C−C bond formation between the CH3 radical and
the model hydrocarbon-pool compound is only 55 kJ/mol.
The H-transfer from C7H9• σ-complex back to the Mo cluster
is a barrierless process that stabilizes the system by −142 kJ/

Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of the two diﬀerent reaction
mechanisms of methane to aromatics via ethylene and via the
hydrocarbon pool. (b) Reaction energy diagram of ethylene formation
and methyl radical aggregation over the mononuclear [MoC]2+ site
(Gibbs free energy was calculated at T = 1000 K). (c) Local
geometries of the selected transition states (TSs).

namely, the direct C−C coupling to ethylene5f and the radical
hydrocarbon-pool mechanism,9e,12d in which the aromatic
product is proposed to be produced via the radical alkylation of
a conﬁned hydrocarbon-pool intermediate. The results are
summarized in Figures 3b−c and 4 for the mono- and
binuclear Mo sites, respectively.
The reaction free energy diagram for ethylene formation and
methyl radical recombination paths over the mononuclear
[MoC]2+ species are shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3c displays the
local structures of the selected transition states (TSs). The
local geometries of all reaction intermediates are shown in
Figure S16. CH4 adsorption at the active site is endergonic by
64 kJ/mol. The subsequent C−H bond cleavage is strongly
exergonic (ΔG = −164 kJ/mol) and proceeds with a barrier of
only 43 kJ/mol. Further dehydrogenation of the CH3 moiety
to CH2 needs to overcome only a barrier of 79 kJ/mol. The
most diﬃcult reaction step then is the formation of the H2
molecule and the [MoC2H2]2+ site with a barrier of 208 kJ/
mol. The subsequent desorption of H2 provides a very
substantial stabilization to the system. Activation of a second
CH4 molecule over the [MoC2H2]2+ intermediate proceeds
with a barrier of 106 kJ/mol, followed by a favorable
dehydrogenation of the second CH3 group to CH2. Further
dehydrogenation to form H2 is again the most energydemanding step. Once H2 is formed, ethylene can be desorbed
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complexes at the initial activation stage of the MDA reaction
were investigated. The results demonstrate that reduced Mooxo and carburized Mo-carbide species represent thermodynamically the most stable species generated during the MDA
activation period. The reactivity study indicates that Mocarbide species are generally more reactive than the reduced
Mo-oxo complexes. Our calculations point toward the
important role of the cooperation between the binuclear
[Mo2C2]2+ carbide cations and conﬁned aromatic species,
which provide the most favorable channel for nonoxidative
methane activation.

mol. The next step of dehydrogenation and H2 formation is
endergonic (104 kJ/mol) with an activation barrier of 107 kJ/
mol. Figures S18 and S19 show that both ethylene formation
and hydrocarbon-pool reaction pathways over the [Mo2O]2+
site are energetically much less favorable compared to those
over the [Mo2C2]2+ site.
Based on these reactivity results, we propose that
molybdenum carbides are more active than the reduced
molybdenum-oxo species for the catalytic MDA reaction. The
dehydrogenated reaction intermediates over Mo-oxo sites are
generally much less stable compared to those over their Mocarbide counterparts. The overall reaction barriers over Mooxo sites are prohibitively high (>350 kJ/mol), whereas those
over MoC and Mo2C2 are below 200 and 250 kJ/mol,
respectively (Figures 3b vs S16, and Figures 4 vs S18). These
reactivity diﬀerences are attributed to the distinct electronic
properties between Mo-oxo and Mo-carbidic species (Figure
S20). We also conclude that the binuclear [Mo2C2]2+ site is a
more likely candidate for the active sites responsible for the
growth of aromatic products upon methane activation (Figure
S21). The reaction intermediates over such a [Mo2C2]2+ site
are not too stable to become “resting states,” inhibiting
subsequent reactions from occurring over them. The
alternative [MoC]2+ site tends to form extremely stable CHx
complexes, which are likely to be the oﬀ-cycle intermediates
and potential sites of excessive accumulation of unreactive
coke. We also identify the hydrocarbon pool-like radical
reaction pathway to be more energetically favorable than the
alternative Mo-only ethylene production path. The radical path
involves methane activation over MoCx, which act cooperatively with the neighboring conﬁned aromatic species to form
C−C bonds and ultimately generate the desirable aromatic
products via cracking.
Previous experimental results showed that the Mo6+-oxo
species are not active for the production of ethylene or
aromatics. These products are only observed after the
activation period, during which the carburized Mo species
are formed.2b,3a,7b Furthermore, bulk MoO3 and MoO2 are not
stable under the reaction conditions and transform into MoCx,
whereas Mo4+-oxo species can only exist as very small clusters/
complexes.27 XANES measurements further suggest Mocarbide-type species as the dominant phase present under
the reactive conditions and to be responsible for the methane
dehydroaromatization activity of Mo/ZSM-5.9d,12d,28 It is
proposed that the conﬁned polyaromatic carbon species next
to the MoCx species is of importance for benzene formation.
However, the structure of such a reactive hydrocarbon-pool
species and the exact mechanism of their cooperative action
during methane-to-benzene conversion require further dedicated analyses. Further dedicated operando experimental
studies with high space and time resolution are desirable to
validate and additionally support the current mechanistic and
active site proposals. Spectroscopic techniques such as
operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy, Mo-NMR, EPR,
Raman, and FTIR combined with computational modeling and
transient kinetic methods suitable for tracking the evolution of
the active site could provide the necessary crucial information
on the MDA reaction mechanism and active site speciation in
the working Mo/ZSM-5 catalyst.13a,29
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